
 Special Lectures in Agricultural Science (Japanese) 

 UGAS common course 1 Credit     Instructor  HIYANE Akira 

Brief description 

<Objectives> 

Students are expected to gain a broad range of expertise by attending lectures given by researchers 

from different universities across Japan.  

<Lecture outline> 

Researchers from 17 constituent universities of the six united graduate schools of agricultural 

sciences in Japan present lectures in Japanese. The lectures are given through the satellite lecture 

system and students can take the course at each constituent university. (90 min. 12 classes. (3 day)) 

Students can take the course at each constituent university. Details of the classes will be announced 

to students by the UGAS Website soon after the details are determined. See also the UGAS Website.  

Grading 

One credit is granted when students attend and submit reports for 8 classes or more. Evaluation will 

be based on the attendance record and written reports on the topics given during the lectures. 

Special instruction 

* When attending classes, make sure your attendance is recorded in each constituent university.  

* Eight classes should be taken within one academic year and requirements for earning credits 

should be met. Note that credits are not granted if students take eight classes in more than one 

academic year. 

* Students must write one report for each lecture attended and submit it electronically as an attached 

file to the UGAS office by the due date.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

UGAS Office 

1. Students must write reports 

using forms downloaded from 

the UGAS Website (specified 

form) and send these to the 

UGAS office by e-mail. 

2. The UGAS office sends 

the report to the Faculty of 

the UGAS and makes a 

request for grade. 

 

4. Faculty reports the grade 

evaluation to the office.  

The flow after the Special Lectures in Agricultural Science  

Instructor 

3. The UGAS office sends 

the report to the Instructor.  

Faculty of the 
UGAS 

Student 


